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collectors and dealers, such as K. John Hewett in London and
charles ratton in Paris, changed the dialogue.  a new generation of
collector began to emerge, prominent amongst them were George
ortiz, robert and Lisa Sainsbury and david Sylvester.

my generation of dealers was taught really to ‘see’ these pieces as
the equal of Western art.  We learned that the people who made
beautiful objects – like the ones in this exhibition – worked in basic
wood, fibre and shell, with the simplest tools and could create
works that were both useful and artistically profound.

for instance, the stool for an honoured tribal elder (no. 12) or 
the headrests, (nos. 14, 18 & 19) can be viewed as utilitarian
objects: just seats or pillows.  it is only when you really look at
them carefully that we begin to see the marriage of skill and
imagination that has created a work of art.  Wooden dishes, bowls
and mortars, (nos. 1-5, 7, 9, 13, 16 & 17) are perfect examples of
objects that are imbued with this duality: skilfully carrying tribal
imagery across boundaries.  Woven shields, (nos. 20–23), may have
originally been conceived as defensive ware, but the form evolved
into such elegant shapes, as refined as any sculpture by brancusi or
arp.  The images in nos. 6, 10 & 11, all convey a gentle humanity.
The same can be said of the painted textile (no. 24) with its very
lush floral theme.

The champions of tribal art, such as this discerning collector,
have given much for the modern world to absorb and celebrate.

JudiTH SmaLL naSH
Woodstock, new york

INTRODUCTION
         

The contemporary art scene is so full of noise and the need for
instant gratification.  collecting art now has more to do with
balancing a stock portfolio than with actual aesthetics.

Therefore it is such a great pleasure to once again view this small
collection that i have known since the 1960s.  it was thoughtfully
amassed over fifty years in a house in chelsea, once lived in by the
sculptor uli nimptsch (1897-1977), by a connoisseur who truly
understood and revered non-Western art.  This is refined and
elemental art, that quietly requires us to take the time to fully
appreciate its quality.  To quote david attenborough, from his
documentary series, The Tribal Eye, “Works of art are acts of
communication. They inform us, powerfully and subtly, of the
imaginative world inhabited by their creators.”

Probably as early as the fifteenth century examples of Tribal art
reached europe and were tucked away in cabinets of curiosities,
where they were seen as scientific specimens, or as souvenirs of
voyages to the african continent or the South Seas.  it was only
when at the end of the nineteenth century artists in Paris began
incorporating tribal imagery in their work, that our thinking began to
shift toward tribal aesthetics.  Still museums and collectors referred
to ‘primitive’ or ‘indigenous’ art, as if it were a lesser creation.

it was, however, not until after the second world war that in england
and on the continent, the enthusiasm for Tribal art truly blossomed.
remarkable ethnographic collections, such as those of James
Hooper, Kenneth Webster, William oldman and Stella Pitt-rivers in
england and Helena rubenstein in Paris, all started to appear in the
salerooms. The enthusiastic endorsement of far-sighted curators,



1. RAMU RIVER BETEL NUT MORTAR
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

The waisted support with two masks carved 
in relief amid incised scrolling ornament, dark
glossy patina
Height 11.5 cm

PROVENANCE
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018



2. TORAJA BOWL
SULAWESI, INDONESIA

The hemispherical bowl on flared foot, dark glossy patina
Height 25 cm

PROVENANCE
K. John Hewett (1919-94), Kent
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018



3. MANIHIKI FOOD BOWL
COOK ISLANDS

of shallow oval form with lug handle to each end, 
the rim with circular pearl shell inlays, inscribed 
with the Hooper inventory number, H.586, in 
white paint below the rim
Width 33 cm; height 9.5 cm

PROVENANCE
James Hooper (1897-1971), arundel, Sussex, no. 586:
christie’s, London, 19 June 1979, lot 148
Private collection, London, 1979-2018

PUBLISHED
S. Phelps, Art and Artefacts of the Pacific, Africa and the
Americas: The James Hooper Collection, London, 1976, 
p. 139, pl. 75





4. COCONUT SHELL SCOOP
SOLOMON ISLANDS

The underside with three bands of gum inset with fine
pearl shell inlay, small notched handle to one end
Length 13 cm

PROVENANCE
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018



5. SMALL PRIEST’S OIL DISH
FIJI 

The two shallow leaf-shaped bowls joined by a rectangular
strut, on three cylindrical legs, dark patina
Length 24 cm

PROVENANCE
K. John Hewett (1919-94), Kent
Private collection, London, 1960s-2018



6. SENUFO HEDDLE PULLEY 
IVORY COAST 

The finial carved as a stylised head with median
crested coiffure, black glossy patina
Height 15 cm

PROVENANCE
Sotheby’s, London, 11 July 1988, lot 53
Private collection, London, 1988-2018





7. LOWER SEPIK RIVER BOWL 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

With incised scrolling ornament about the rim, the pierced
handles each with carved mask and with conical finial, dark
encrusted patina
Length 77 cm; height 16 cm

PROVENANCE
anonymous private collection, u.S.a.
Sotheby’s, new york, 29 november 1984, lot 84
Private collection, London, 1984-2018





8. SENUFO CHAIR
IVORY COAST

Geometric incised ornament to the rectangular seat, curved
back rest, on four cylindrical legs, fine dark glossy patina
Height 57 cm

PROVENANCE
Probably acquired at christie’s, South Kensington, 1970s
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018





9. LAKE SENTANI DISH
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

of shallow oval form, the reverse with carved scrolling
ornament, dark patina with traces of white embellishment, a
nineteenth century paper label on the reverse inscribed “diSH

– LaKe SenTani, n. Guinea, 19 cenT – V. rare - PaL”
Length 59 cm

PROVENANCE
J. J. Klejman (1906-95), new york
John a. friede, rye, new york: Sotheby’s, London, 
21 June 1979, lot 73
Private collection, London, 1979-2018

EXHIBITED
Masterpieces of the South Pacific, dayton art institute, ohio, 
13 September-10 october 1975







10. BAULE STAFF FINIAL
IVORY COAST 

carved as a female half figure with slender
arms carved in relief, dark glossy patina
Height 25.5 cm

PROVENANCE
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018





11. MASSIM FIGURE STOPPER
TROBRIAND ISLANDS, PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

The zoomorphic figure standing with hands to chin, 
carved triangular motifs heightened with lime about 
the body, dark glossy patina
Height 28 cm

PROVENANCE
William downing Webster (1863-1913), bicester, oxfordshire
Sotheby’s, London, 27 June 1983, lot 100
Private collection, London, 1983-2018



12. AKAN CHIEF’S STOOL
GHANA

The curved seat on central pierced columnar support
surrounded by four smaller supports, pale glossy patina
Length 53 cm; height 33 cm

PROVENANCE
K. John Hewett (1919-94), Kent
Private collection, London, 1960s-2017





13. KAVA BOWL
SAMOA

The hemispherical bowl on twelve cylindrical legs, 
pierced lug to one side, pale glossy patina
Width 47 cm; height 17 cm

PROVENANCE
Sotheby’s London, 2 december 1980, lot 47
Private collection, London, 1980-2018





14. SHONA HEADREST
ZIMBABWE

The curved top on rectangular support carved in high
relief with geometric ornament, on figure-of-eight base,
fine dark glossy patina
Length 23.5 cm; height 17 cm

PROVENANCE
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018





15. LIME SPATULA
TROBRIAND ISLANDS, PAPUA NEW GUINEA

The finial of x-shaped cross-section held in the mouth of a
fish, the long slender blade with fine wear to the tip
Height 49.5 cm

PROVENANCE
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018





16. PRIEST’S OIL DISH, (SEDRE NI WAIWAI)
FIJI

The leaf-shaped dish with notched border, the handle
composed of four parallel struts joined at the top, rectangular
lug above, on three tapered cylindrical feet, dark oily patina,
inscribed ‘fiJi’ on the underside in white paint
Length 52 cm; height 9 cm

PROVENANCE
Probably William downing Webster (1863-1913), 
bicester, oxfordshire
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018





17. KAVA BOWL, (TANOA)
FIJI

The circular bowl on four cylindrical legs, pierced lug 
to the underside, native plaited fibre repair to crack, fine 
dark patina with remains of kava, inscribed ‘fiJi’ on the
underside in white paint
Width 43 cm; height 12 cm

PROVENANCE
Probably Lieutenant General augustus Pitt-rivers (1827-1900),
farnham, dorset
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018

COMMENT
The native repair, to prevent a split developing, is likely to
have been made soon after the bowl was carved, when the
unseasoned wood was more prone to split with changes in the
weather or if left out in the sun. The notch in the rim may be
intentional to mark the bowl when offered during the final
mourning ceremony for a chief.  Such bowls formed an
important part of ceremonial exchanges. 





18. HEADREST, (KALI)
FIJI

The cylindrical top on two inverted u-shaped 
supports lashed with plaited coir, the feet missing, 
dark glossy patina
Length 45.5 cm; height 13 cm

PROVENANCE

K. John Hewett (1919-94), Kent
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018

COMMENT

Steven Hooper (in Fiji: Art and Life in the Pacific,
norwich, 2016, p. 204) states that headrests in fiji were
presented as marriage gifts by the woman’s side, who
were expected to present a range of domestic goods 
to symbolize their clan’s ability to establish a successful
household. Sometimes a name is scratched on them,
most likely the name of a bride or groom. Such an
inscription, though indecipherable, can be seen on 
this example.







19. HEADREST, (KALI)
TONGA

The rectangular top lashed to two inverted u-shaped
supports with plaited coir, on four circular feet, 
fine dark glossy patina
Length 57 cm; height 15 cm

PROVENANCE
K. John Hewett (1919-94), Kent
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018



20.MONGO SHIELD
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

of woven rattan of oval form, two vertical struts at the centre
Width 28 cm; height 147 cm

PROVENANCE
Sotheby’s, London, 27 march 1985, lot 370
Private collection, London, 1985-2018



21. MONGO SHIELD
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

of woven rattan of oval form, two vertical struts at the centre
Width 24 cm; height 137 cm

PROVENANCE
Sotheby’s, London, 27 march 1985, lot 370
Private collection, London, 1985-2018



22. WICKER SHIELD
SOLOMON ISLANDS

of tapering oval form, with painted designs incorporating a
stylised frigate bird to the front, dried large leaves to the
reverse for reinforcement about the twisted fibre handle
Width 29 cm; height 85 cm

PROVENANCE
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018

COMMENT
Lieutenant Henry boyle Townshend Somerville, who
travelled in the Solomon islands on HmS Penguin between
1893 and 1894, wrote of such shields -

“The lave lave, or shields, are ... made of basket-work. in
new Georgia, as far as i could discover, these are made in
one village only - Pondokona - and are now exceedingly
difficult to procure, at least we found them so. They are 
of a long elegant shape, and so strong and closely woven
that they will easily turn a spear thrust. The same old
pattern appears on all of them. it is carried with the
smaller end up by a padded handle at the back, and the
handhole is often further protected by a piece of turtle
shell, or several pieces of large leaf, stuck between it and
the back of the shield. There is a small feather plume stuck
into the top.” (Somerville, Lt. H.b.T., ‘ethnographical
notes in new Georgia, Solomon islands’ in Journal of the
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 
Vol. xxVi, 1897, p.374.)





23. ZANDE SHIELD
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

of oval form, with painted geometric designs in black 
on a natural ground
Width 60 cm; height 125 cm

PROVENANCE
Sotheby’s, London, 11 december 1978, lot 218
Private collection, London, 1978-2018

COMMENT
cf. J.-P. barbier, and P. benitez-Johannot, Shields: Africa,
Southeast Asia and Oceania from the Collections of the Barbier
Mueller Museum, munich, 2000, p. 87, no. 26. The authors
state that such shields continued to play a significant role
among the Zande even after the introduction of firearms, the
pattern identifying its bearer during a battle. The prince who
ordered a raid would award captured enemy shields to
outstanding warriors, the gift being regarded as a mark of
distinction by the recipient’s family.





24.TAPA CLOTH
SAMOA

With foliate and geometric motifs in brown, 
ochre and black on a natural ground 
148 by 124 cm

PROVENANCE
K. John Hewett (1919-94), Kent
Private collection, London, 1970s-2018
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